NIKKOREX 8 ZOOM

from Nikon-a fully automatic, all-electric reflexthe only movie-8 with built-in Nikkor zoom optics

NIKKOREX B ZOOM
It is amazing how many features and conveniences
have been designed into so slim, compact and lightweight a camera. The Nikkorex 8 Zoom combines
automatic, pushbutton simplicity with performance
that bears the unmistakable mark of Nikon quality
In equipping the Nikkorex 8 Zoom with NikkorZoom lens, Nikon has set a new standard for horne
movie picture quality You get 8mm color movies so
sharp you'd think they were taken with 16mm. Furthermore, this lens operates internally gives you
4-time zoom from 8mm wide angle to 32mm telephoto without projecting from the camera.

You see the effect in the reflex finder exactly as the
lens 'sees' it. And there's a split-image rangefinderto
help you get critically sharp focus which stays sharp
over the entire zoom range.
The automatic electric eye assures you of perfect exposure, indoors and out. Finder indicator warns you
when not to shoot. And there's no spring to wind.
Camera runs on 4 penlite batteries.
In addition, there are accessories for special filming
an attachment for shooting close-ups to 19 inches, a
remote control for operating the camera from a distance , pistol grip, filters, others.
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NIKKOREX 8 ZOOM ACCESSORIES

REMOTE CONTROL. Cat. No. 12512. Operates camera from any distance up to
16 feet. Ideal for filming children, pets,
birds, wildlife etc. Permits operator to be
included in scene. Supplied with case and
16-ft. connecting cord.

Cat. No. 12630. Screws
into camera lens mount. Permits focusing to 19" for tilting, close-ups of flowers
and other small objects.

CLOSE-UP LENS.

PISTOL GRIP. Cat. No. 12502. Comfortable, sturdy hand-grip helps keep camera
steady while filming.

FILTERS

40.5mm screw-in. Cat. No. 2211UV haze; Cat. No. 2213-skylight;
Cat. No. 2262-85 conversion; Cat.
No. 2263-neutral density 4x.
BATTERIES

QUICK-CARRY CASE. Cat. No 12404.
Attractive, easily accessible, reinforced
case for camera and pistol. Supplied with
shoulder strap.

COMPARTMENT CASE. Cat. No. 12406.
Reinforced leather carry-all case. Holds
camera, pistol grip, accessories, replacement batteries and 2 rolls of film. Supplied with shoulder strap.

Cat. No. 12537-Set of 4 manganese batteries for film drive motor *
Cat. No. 12535-Mercury battery
for CdS meter
-good for 20 to 25 rolls of film
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